
It is a fact that in our so-called wireless age we’ve more cables 
than ever before. A recent survey by D-Line, the Newcastle-upon-
Tyne based cable management experts, revealed that the typical 
UK desk accounts for average twenty-metres of exposed cables. 

If that sounds a lot, consider the phone, computer and monitor, 
printer and the rest, plus an extension socket, and various charger 
cables, and it’s easy to appreciate just how much we depend  
on cables to power our workplace essentials.

As Neil Hillerby from D-Line Facilities Products channel commented  
‘We complain when these cables look a mess and inefficient, waste 
our time retrieving lost or dropped cords, make areas impossible  
to clean around, or bring health and safety risks that can be serious 
(and the subject of litigations)’.

While PAT testing is a most essential element in safety 
management, really it should be part of good housekeeping 
commitments that maintain a focus on cable management also. 
Such a joined up approach to well-being makes a huge contribution 
to a positive health and safety culture, that can support productivity 
too. 

The value of clean and organised workspaces is respected  
by Six Sigma principles too, with the need for effective cable 
management also being a consistent call of various guides  
and codes of practice since Health and Safety at Work Act 1970. 

D-Line’s family of cable organiser products enables PAT testers 
and Facilities Managers to at least be assured that risks are 
being ongoing minimised. As Neil continued ‘ TAP is the perfect 
complement to PAT, the other side of exactly the same focus.  
In D-Line cable management context, TAP means Trip & Accident 
Prevention!’

For example, risks of split insulation and broken conductors  
or loosened connections are far less likely if cables are being  
safely housed in ways that are less accessible. 

Note that D-Line Cable Organiser Boxes offer popular ways to 
contain extension blocks and excess cable lengths. The stylish 
boxes, fully safety tested, have entry and exit slots for routing 
cables in ways that eliminate risk of spaghetti-like clusters.  
Around desks, adding security labels can further reduce the 
temptation of employees to access the socket block; protecting  
the cables while minimising risk of socket misuse or overload.

Consider also how most D-Line Floor Cable Protectors have a 
linkable feature, so additional lengths can be added to cover any 
length of cable; while addressing the trip hazard reduces those 
sudden tugs and pulls that can cause loose connections. 

Really the D-Line range and benefits are too varied to mention all… 
except to say that aside the obvious complements to PAT testing, 
being able to reduce for example dust-mite allergens by cleaning,  
or saving lost production time by simply keeping cables where 
they are needed, both add to the premise that investing in cable 
management products can be a small price to pay for the ongoing 
safety and value benefits. 

D-Line products are manufactured in UK, and available from  
all leading electrical and office/workplace distributors.
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Any risk of tripping up could be
a BIG problem in the workplace

TOP TIPS

CLEAN SPILLAGES IMMEDIATELY

KEEP WALKWAYS CLEAR

TIDY UP AS YOU GO

REPORT LEAKS, OBSTRUCTIONS 

AND DAMAGED FLOORS

DON’T LEAVE IT TO OTHERS

to report any dangers.on ext:contact:
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visit www.watchyourstep.hse.gov.uk

or call 0845 345 0055

SEE CABLES,  
THINK D-LINE… 




